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Outline

• Research and development in information 
retrieval has been active for the past 60 years

• Goal: satisfy a user’s information needs as 
expressed by a query

• Recent developments: facilitate access to 
information by providing various forms of 
assistance for expressing information needs
– or even removing the need to express them
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Plan of Lesson 2

• Models for information retrieval
– Boolean

– vector space 

– probabilistic

• Query expansion

• Relevance feedback

• Practical work: install Lucene, index a local copy of 
Reuters, run various searches
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Information retrieval: the problem

• User has information needs, and
then expresses them as a text query

• one or more keywords, phrase, sentence, question, etc.

– words are even used for music or image retrieval

• System matches the query with the document 
representations and returns results

• using also system-specific document representations to 
make computations possible

• results = documents that best satisfy the information needs

• The results contain information
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Boolean model for retrieval

• Documents = sets of words

• Query = words and Boolean operators: AND, OR, NOT

• Pure conjunctive query: only words related by ‘AND’

<< open source text editor >> (implicitly related by ‘AND’)

returns all documents containing these four words

• Designing a Boolean IR system

– challenges: mainly algorithmic ones

• how to create an inverted index and store it on disk

• how to implement the Boolean operators
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Limits of the Boolean model for IR

1. Does not return documents containing variants of 

the query words

2. Documents cannot be ranked based on the 

importance of query words (e.g., based on 

frequency)

3. Users must understand the operators, including 

priorities parentheses (AND, OR, NOT)

• Solution: better document representations
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Text classification: reminder

• Question: are we interested if a document contains or 
not a given word, or also how important is the word in 
the document?

• Feature representations for two models

If T is the vocabulary (words) in a fixed order, either:

1. document = (e1, e2, …, e|T|) where ei  {0, 1} indicates 
whether wordi is present or not [“Bernoulli”  Boolean]

2. document = (f1, f2, …, f|T|) where fi  R+ is the frequency 
(or number of occurrences) of wordi in the document 
[“multinomial”]
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Vector space model
• Goals

– provide ranking of results based on term importance

– allow for partial matching of the query

– enable use of full-text queries rather than keyword-based

– all this within a theoretically-grounded model

• Vector space
– given a vocabulary T of terms: e.g. all words appearing in a collection, 

minus the stopwords (+/- lowercasing, stemming, lemmatizing)

– each document d is represented by a vector V(d)R+
|T|

• each dimension corresponds to a word

• value on each dimension: score of the word in document d

• normalized value: v(d) = V(d) /|V(d)|
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How to use vectors for ranked retrieval

• Compute normalized vector representations for the 

query q and for each document di : i.e. v(q) and v(di)

• Rank documents by their similarity with the query

defined as the dot product  v(q)∙v(di)

– same as cosine similarity of non-normalized vectors: 

V(q)∙V(di) / |V(q)||V(di)| 

V∙W = 1≤i≤|T| vi wi and   |V|2 = V∙V

dot product Euclidean norm
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What are the best scores (weights) for 
words in vector representations?

document = (f1, f2, …, f|T|) where fi  R+ and each 
dimension corresponds to a term t in the vocabulary T

1. First idea: use term frequency, tft,d = number of 
occurrences of the term t in document d

• possibly normalized by document length

2. Second idea: compensate tft,d for the overall 
frequency of the term in the collection: idf
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Inverse document frequency

• Document frequency of term t in a collection: 

number of documents in which t is present

• Inverse document frequency: idft = log (N/dft) 

(N is the number of documents in the collection)

• Therefore, coefficients of V(d) are:

tf-idft,d = tft,d  idft
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Other coefficients for word vectors

(from Manning et al. 2008, page 118, Table 6.15)

• Each option can apply to documents and queries

– e.g., “lnc.ltc” weighing scheme

• Their merits are assessed experimentally
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Implementation of vector space model

• The theoretical model says nothing about the 
actual computational complexity of retrieval
– given a query, compute all cosine similarities with all 

documents and sort all documents by similarity (?!)

• Simplifications for tractability
– use indexing as in the Boolean model to find documents 

which contain at least one query term

– use a heap with nonzero-cosine documents, then find 
and retrieve the best-scoring documents in order

– methods for approximate retrieval of n-best documents
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Alternative to vector spaces:
probabilistic models
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Probabilistic models for IR

• Goal: provide a framework for the uncertain matching 
between user information needs and collection documents

• Simplest approach: binary independence model (BIM)

– documents and queries represented as Boolean

d = (e1, e2, …, e|T|) with ei{0, 1} indicating presence of wordi (in d or q)

• Documents are either relevant or irrelevant to the query

– noted as Rd,q = 1  or Rd,q = 0

• System’s response: rank documents by P(Rd,q = 1|d, q)

– direct aim: be maximally useful to the user (relevance)
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Computing relevance probability

• Using Bayes’ rule: 

P(R = 1|d, q)  =  P(d|R = 1, q) P(R = 1|q) / P(d, q)

• For ranking, it is sufficient to use the ratio: P(R=1|d,q) / P(R=0|d,q) 

• This ratio can be shown to be proportional to the sum:

{t|e(d)t = e(q)t = 1} ct ,  with  ct = log(pt/(1-pt)) + log((1-ut)/ut)

where pt = P(e(d)t = 1|Rd,q = 1, q) 

is the probability that term t is present in relevant documents

and ut = P(e(d)t = 1|Rd,q = 0, q) 

is the probability that term t is present in irrelevant documents

• Note: ct has a similar role to term weight in the vector space model
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Estimating pt and ut

• If relevant documents are known for a given query, then pt

and ut can be estimated from observations

– but they are not known: they are what we look for!

• Because relevant documents are few compared to the 

collection size (N), we can approximate ut ≈ dft/N

– therefore  log((1-ut)/ut) ≈ log(N/dft)  … same as idf coefficient

• However, pt cannot be approximated as easily

– one proposal: pt = 0.5  back to vector space

– better situation: when some relevant documents are 

known  “relevance feedback” scenario
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More advanced probabilistic models

• BIM works well only for short texts (no tf factor)

• Okapi BM25 (widely used, esp. for longer documents)

– in the previous formula, weigh each log(N/dft) component 
by the frequency of each term and the document length

– consider also the frequency of query terms (for long ones)

– add-one (Laplace) smoothing 

– BM25 can also use relevance feedback information 

• Another probabilistic approach

– build language models derived from documents LMd

– instead of ranking documents by P(d|q), rank them by 
P(q|LMd), which varies as tq P(t|LMd)tft,q
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Assessment of retrieval models

• All models try to return documents that are maximally relevant to a 
given query
– variants of vector space and BM25 are the state of the art

– work best when their parameters are tuned to each use case / dataset

• Has maximum performance has been reached on the “ad-hoc 
retrieval” problem? (i.e. find documents with no other knowledge 
than the query)
– the answer depends on how we measure performance

– test sets = queries + documents + relevance judgments
• the best known ones are the Text REtrieval Conferences (TREC)

• Note: retrieval on the Web is quite a different problem
– can use the network structure (PageRank) and click-through data
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How to extend the ad-hoc retrieval model?

• What other sources of 

knowledge could be used?

– interact with the user to: 

enrich query or get some 

initial relevance judgments 

– use general linguistic 

knowledge to enrich the 

query 

– simulate relevance judgments

• or use more knowledge from 

collection (networked) or past 

interactions

 Query expansion

 Relevance feedback

 Pseudo-relevance feedback
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Query expansion

• Suggest (explicitly) or just use (implicitly) additional terms
– explicit suggestions: users must validate them or not

– the expanded query is executed as a normal query

• What to suggest? “Associated” terms, found by…
– using a dictionary of synonyms or a (specialized) thesaurus to 

normalize or to extend the terms from the initial query

– looking at past queries from other users (e.g. Google Suggest)
• see “Google Search Appliance: Search Protocol Reference > Query Suggestion 

Service /suggest Protocol”

– building automatic metrics of word association from large amounts of 
texts, using e.g. Latent Semantic Indexing or other models

 These methods improve recall (slightly)
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Relevance feedback
• The user’s view:

1. Formulate a query.

2. Look at the results.  If not satisfied, tell the system
which of them are relevant and which are not. Re-run.

3. Look at the new results.  If not satisfied… 

• The system’s view
– incorporate additional information to the vector space model 

and design new queries internally

• Useful for image retrieval
– matching between text-based queries and images is often quite 

imperfect, but easier to improve with images as queries

– requires users to put more effort in formulating the query, but
rewards them with improved recall 
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Modeling relevance feedback in the 
vector space approach: Rochio (1971)

• For a given information need, if the system knew the set of relevant 

and irrelevant documents (noted Dr and Dnr)

– then the optimal query can be expressed as:

arg maxq ( dDr
v(d)∙v(q)  – dDnr

v(d)∙v(q) ) 

– the solution to this can be computed as:

v(qm ) = (dDr
v(d))/|Dr|  – (dDnr

v(d))/|Dnr| 

– i.o.w., the optimal query is the vector difference between the centroids 

of the relevant and non relevant document sets

• But the system does not know Dr and Dnr (we look for them)

– however, feedback from user gives a small sample, Dr’ and Dnr’
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Rochio algorithm (1971)

• J. Rochio’s proposal

– after one round of relevance feedback, replace query q0 with q1:

q1 =   q0 +   (dDr ’ v(d))/|Dr’|  –  (dDnr’ v(d))/|Dnr’| 

–  ,  and  are three positive parameters, for instance

•  = 1 ,  = 0.75,  = 0.15

•  > 0,  > 0,  = 0 means only positive feedback is used

• can also use only negative feedback for the initially highest ranked d Dnr’

– if any of the vector components of q1 is negative, make it 0

• Other variants exist, including probabilistic models

– bring overall improvement, except for problems such as term variants, 
disjunctive concepts; work well for clustered topics

• Pseudo-relevance feedback: assume the k-best results are relevant 
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Learning to rank
(more about this in the next lesson)

• Goal: use machine learning to improve ranking

• Practical use in IR systems
– get k-best results using one of the above models

– re-rank the (top) results using a scorer trained

• Training the scorer
– data: instances of (query, document, score)

• use query and document representations as above

• score: an absolute score which is then used to rank, either 
assigned by human judges or inferred from click through data

– optimization criterion: metric on ordered lists
• e.g., mean average precision

• Classification methods: many proposals
– pointwise (absolute score) vs. pairwise (compare two instances)
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Conclusion

• IR models might have reached ceiling for ad-hoc retrieval
– this view depends a lot on the data available for testing

• How to go beyond this? 
– get more information from user, or from other similar users

• Next lesson
– how to infer information needs from actions and context: 

learning to rank, recommender systems and query-free retrieval

• REFERENCES

– Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze, Introduction to IR, Chapters 6, 11 
and 9 (http://nlp.stanford.edu/IR-book/ )

– Hang Li, Learning to Rank for IR and NLP, Morgan & Claypool, 2011
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Practical work

A just-in-time retrieval system for 
text editing: coupling a text editor 

with an information retrieval system

PART ONE



Instructions

• Install the Lucene system for indexing, search and retrieval

– http://lucene.apache.org/core/ (6.2.1, get the tar.gz or zip; ‘src’ not necessary)

• Download the Reuters corpus in SGML format (28 MB uncompressed) from 
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/reuters21578/reuters21578.html and extract the 
tar.gz files in a local folder, then move the 21 SGML files in a separate folder

• Using code in Lucene’s benchmark, generate the files to be indexed 

– read documentation under docs/index.html for the class shown below

– use command-line from Lucene main folder, with the following Java command 
(or include the calls into your own Java program): 
java -cp "core/lucene-core-6.2.1.jar;benchmark/lucene-benchmark-6.2.1.jar" 
org.apache.lucene.benchmark.utils.ExtractReuters
name-of-folder-with-SGML-files  name-of-target-folder-with-TXT-files

– check how many text files you have in the target folder and what’s in them
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Instructions (2)

• Index the individual Reuters files as follows

– read docs/demo/index.html 

– create an index of the Reuters files following the instructions in the docs, e.g. 
adding the following classpath to the 4 required jars directly in the command: 

– java -cp "core/lucene-core-6.2.1.jar;analysis/common/lucene-analyzers-
common-6.2.1.jar;queryparser/lucene-queryparser-6.2.1.jar;demo/lucene-
demo-6.2.1.jar" org.apache.lucene.demo.IndexFiles -index name-of-index-folder 
-docs name-of-target-folder-with-TXT-files

• Try some queries on this data

– use same command as above but with java org.apache.lucene.demo.SearchFiles

– go to docs/queryparser/index.html and read about the query syntax

– try the various possibilities

– write a short report describing some queries and results, to apbelis@Idiap.ch
• can you find queries that have only one result?
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Instructions (3): optional
• Alternatively, a more interesting but quite large dataset: indexing SE Wikipedia

• Download an XML version of Wikipedia pages: EN has >16 GB of compressed text, 

try with ‘Simple English’ < 100 MB compressed text

– http://dumps.wikimedia.org/simplewiki/latest/simplewiki-latest-pages-articles.xml.bz2

• see also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Database_download

• Using the code in Lucene’s contrib/benchmark, generate an index of the ‘Simple 

English’ Wikipedia, following the steps below:

– caution, there are 100’000+ files (kill after 10-20 s if not finished)

– java –cp "core/lucene-core-6.2.1.jar;benchmark/lucene-benchmark-6.2.1.jar; 

benchmark/lib/xercesImpl-2.9.1.jar;benchmark/lib/commons-compress-1.11.jar" 

org.apache.lucene.benchmark.utils.ExtractWikipedia

-i pathToFile\simplewiki-latest-pages-articles.xml.bz2 -o pathToTxtFiles

– problem: you will need a different tokenizer when creating the index

org.apache.lucene.analysis.wikipedia.WikipediaTokenizer and you cannot do it from the 

command line demo: you need to adapt the indexing code from the benchmark
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